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Structured   Abstract :   

Objective :  To  track  uptake  of  workplace  SARS-CoV-2  testing  programs  using            

publicly-available   data   (e.g.,   press   releases),   supplementing   findings   from   employer   surveys.   

  

Methods :  We  tracked  testing  programs  reported  by  1,159  Canadian  and  1,081  international              

employers  across  sectors  from  March  1,  2020  to  March  31,  2021.  We  analyzed  trends  in                 

uptake   of   testing   programs,   including   over   time   and   by   workplace   setting.   

  

Results :  9.5%  (n=110)  of  Canadian  employers  and  24.6%  (n=266)  of  international  employers              

tracked  reported  testing.  The  prevalence  of  reported  testing  programs  was  less  than  20%  in                

some  settings  associated  with  high  risk  of  transmission  including  retail  and  customer-facing              

environments,   and   indoor   and   mixed   blue   collar   workplaces.   

  

Conclusions :  Publicly-available  data  suggest  that  fewer  employers  are  testing  than  indicated            

by  surveys.  Workplace  safety  in  high-risk  workplaces  could  be  further  improved  by              

implementing   testing   strategies   that   deploy   both   screening   and   diagnostic   tests.   
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INTRODUCTION   

Over  the  course  of  the  COVID-19  pandemic,  workplace  outbreaks  of  SARS-CoV-2  amplified              

community  transmission,  and  widespread  business  shutdowns  damaged  economies 1,2 .  Across           

sectors,  employers  were  tasked  with  creating  safe  work  environments  in  the  face  of  the                

changing  pandemic  and  an  evolving  understanding  of  SARS-CoV-2  transmission,  testing,  and             

countermeasures.   

  

Modeling 3  and  pilot  studies 4,5  have  shown  that  SARS-CoV-2  diagnostic  testing  programs  are              

effective  and  feasible  tools  for  limiting  workplace  transmission.  Data  on  whether  and  how               

employers  are  testing  their  employees  could  provide  important  context  for  occupational             

health  experts  and  public  health  officials  as  they  formulate  guidance  that  shapes  employer               

precautions.  However,  there  is  limited  data  of  this  sort  available.  One  recent  study  surveyed                

1,339  employers  and  found  that  two  in  three  are  testing  employees 6 ,  but  with  a  response  rate                  

of  less  than  5%,  this  result  is  likely  subject  to  substantial  non-response  bias:  employers                

carrying  out  testing  programs  are  invested  in  workplace  safety  and  may  have  been  more                

likely   to   respond.   

  

While  the  increasing  pace  of  vaccination  provides  hope  for  a  return  to  normalcy,  continued                

vigilance  by  employers  is  warranted,  particularly  in  high-risk  workplaces  with  low  vaccine              

uptake 7   and  also  due  to  emerging  variants  of  concern 8 .  As  well,  studying  the  workplace                

response  to  the  COVID-19  pandemic  can  help  inform  improvements  in  the  occupational              

health   response   to   future   public   health   crises.   

  

We  used  publicly-available  data  (e.g.,  press  releases,  news  articles)  to  track  2,240  employers               

for  reported  workplace  testing  programs,  particularly  focusing  on  Canadian  employers            
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(n=1,159)  while  also  monitoring  international  employers  (n=1,081).  We  aimed  to  (1)             

understand  what  type  of  testing  has  been  reported,  (2)  assess  the  evolution  of  testing  over                 

time,   and   (3)   investigate   how   testing   varied   by   type   of   workplace.   
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METHODS   

Employer   list   

Scraping  publicly-available  data 9  (e.g.,  press  releases,  news  articles)  is  well  suited  for              

monitoring  testing  programs  implemented  by  large  employers:  these  businesses  employ            

disproportionately  larger  segments  of  the  workforce  and  are  the  most  likely  to  publicly  report                

testing  programs.  To  generate  a  list  of  employers  to  track,  we  drew  from  stock  exchanges                 

(e.g.,  Toronto  Stock  Exchange,  S&P  500,  Brazil’s  B3),  curated  lists  that  rank  employers  by                

size  (e.g.,  Financial  Post  500,  Fortune  Global  2000),  and  expert  recommendations.  We  then               

stratified  companies  from  these  sources  between  Canadian  and  international  employers,  and             

selected  the  largest  companies  by  market  capitalization  and  sector.  Our  final  list  included               

1,159  Canadian  employers  and  1,081  international  employers,  providing  granular  information            

about  the  private  sector  response  within  one  country  and  a  broad  global  picture  from  the                 

largest   international   employers.   

  

Stratifying   employers   by   workplace   type   

Testing  programs  are  most  helpful  in  certain  working  conditions 3 .  For  example,  settings              

where  employees  work  indoors  without  distancing  for  extended  periods  of  time  may              

particularly  benefit  from  testing  given  the  airborne  nature  of  SARS-CoV-2  transmission 10 .             

Traditional  occupational  classification  systems  (e.g.,  NAICS)  are  not  designed  to  capture             

these  differences  in  workplace  risk  of  SARS-CoV-2  transmission;  because  of  this,  we              

developed  an  internal  system  to  group  employers  with  similar  workplace  risk  profiles.  For               

example,  while  indoor  blue  collar  workplaces  (e.g.,  factory  floors)  and  mixed  (indoor  and               

outdoor)  blue  collar  workplaces  (e.g.,  construction  sites)  can  both  involve  work  where              

distancing  or  use  of  personal  protective  equipment  is  difficult,  transmission  is  more  likely  in                

indoor-only   environments 10 .   Supplementary   Table   1   outlines   the   full   set   of   these   categories.   
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We  confirmed  our  classification  system’s  reliability  by  randomly  sampling  ~5%  (n=112)  of              

employers  from  the  shortlist  and  having  two  reviewers  with  experience  working  with              

occupational  classification  systems  (ND  and  SD)  independently  classify  each  employer.            

Cohen’s  kappa  statistic,  a  common  measure  of  interobserver  agreement 11 ,  was  0.93,             

suggesting  “almost  perfect”  agreement  and  that  the  process  of  assigning  employers  to  a               

workplace  type  was  repeatable.  See  Supplementary  Table  2  for  a  complete  breakdown  of               

companies   tracked   by   country   and   workplace   type.   

  

Tracking   companies   

In  order  to  capture  publicly-available  data  about  testing  programs  instituted  by  each  tracked               

employer,  we  used  Google’s  Search  API  to  query  the  most  relevant  online  documents  (e.g.,                

press  releases,  news  articles,  company  web  pages)  for  each  company.  We  queried  results  on                

an  ongoing  basis  from  March  1,  2020  to  March  31,  2021.  We  used  the  following  search                  

phrases  (entered  without  the  use  of  quotation  marks):  “COMPANY_NAME  performing            

antibody  tests  on  employers”  and  “COMPANY_NAME  performing  COVID-19  tests  on            

employers”.  Because  it  would  be  infeasible  to  screen  the  entirety  of  Google’s  repository  of                

search  results,  we  leveraged  the  fact  that  Google  ranks  results  based  on  relevance 12 ;  we  saved                 

the  five  most  relevant  results  for  each  phrase,  compiling  a  total  of  ten  search  results  per                  

company   per   query.   

  

If  a  search  result  indicated  that  a  tracked  company  had  either  begun  testing  employees  or  had                  

updated  their  workplace  testing  program  (e.g.,  to  change  the  type  or  frequency  of  testing,  or                 

to  end  testing),  we  recorded  this  information  in  our  database.  We  extracted  fields  including                

the  date  of  the  report,  testing  modality  (antigen,  nucleic  acid,  or  antibody),  and  the                
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monitoring  speed  (lab-based  versus  point-of-care).  To  ensure  that  the  extracted  records  were              

accurate,   each   entry   was   reviewed   independently   in   duplicate   by   a   second   reviewer.   
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RESULTS   

As  of  March  31,  2021,  9.5%  (n=110)  of  Canadian  employers  and  24.6%  (n=266)  of                

international  employers  had  reported  initiatives  to  test  employees  for  current  or  past  infection               

with  SARS-CoV-2.  Of  these  employers,  250  (66.5%)  specified  the  testing  modality:  174              

(69.6%)  used  diagnostic  testing  (64%  nucleic  acid,  23%  antigen,  13%  both);  34  (13.6%)  used                

antibody  tests  only;  and  42  (16.8%)  used  both  diagnostic  and  antibody  tests.  167  (44.4%)                

employers  specified  whether  they  were  using  point-of-care  or  lab-based  diagnostic  tests:  49             

(29.3%)  used  only  point-of-care  tests,  83  (49.7%)  used  only  lab-based  tests,  and  35  (21.0%)                

used   both.   

  

To  understand  how  the  pandemic’s  trajectory  may  have  prompted  employers  to  begin  testing,               

we  compared  the  number  of  new  testing  programs  reported  and  the  number  of  new  confirmed                 

cases.  We  focused  on  Canada  (see  Figure  1)  due  to  the  granularity  with  which  we  tracked  its                   

private  sector.  It  was  evident  that  each  pandemic  wave  spurred  a  “wave”  of  adoption  of                 

testing  programs.  The  first  round  of  testing  adoption  was  drawn  out  over  multiple  months,                

even  beyond  the  subsiding  of  the  first  surge  in  cases,  while  the  second  had  a  much  faster                   

ramp  up.  Across  all  employers  we  tracked,  the  median  date  on  which  antibody  testing  was                 

reported  was  June  18,  2020  [IQR:  May  6  –  August  14,  2020],  which  was  before  the  median                   

date  for  nucleic  acid  testing  of  July  29,  2020  [IQR:  May  28  –  October  6,  2020].  Antigen  tests                    

were  adopted  most  recently,  with  a  median  date  of  December  18,  2020  [IQR:  October  11,                 

2020   –   January   23,   2021].   

  

Figure  1.  (a)  Daily  COVID-19  cases  in  Canada  between  March  1,  2020  and  March  31,  2021.                  

(b)  Number  of  Canadian  employers,  among  those  we  tracked,  reporting  a  new  workplace               

testing   program   each   month   between   March   2020   and   March   2021.   
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There  were  substantial  differences  in  reported  testing  programs  between  sectors.  Retail  and              

customer-facing  settings,  indoor  and  mixed  blue  collar  workplaces,  and  office  settings  had              

among  the  lowest  proportions  of  employers  reporting  testing  –  fewer  than  20%  in  each  of                 

these  settings.  A  comparatively  greater  proportion  of  healthcare  settings  and  universities             

(over  40%  both  within  Canada  and  internationally)  reported  testing.  These  patterns  were              

similar   between   Canadian   and   global   employers.   

  

Figure  2.  Proportion  of  tracked  Canadian  and  international  employers  that  had  reported  a               

workplace   testing   program   as   of   March   31,   2021,   stratified   by   type   of   workplace.   
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DISCUSSION   

We  used  publicly-available  data  to  monitor  2,240  employers  for  evidence  of  workplace              

testing.  The  volume  of  reported  testing  programs  has  increased  since  March  1,  2020,               

reflecting  increased  test  availability  and  an  improved  understanding  of  how  tests  should  be               

used.  Even  still,  only  9.5%  (n=110)  of  Canadian  employers  and  24.6%  (n=266)  of               

international  employers  we  tracked  reported  testing  as  of  March  31,  2021,  highlighting              

opportunities   to   further   improve   workplace   safety   as   businesses   re-open.   

  

In  Canada,  most  testing  programs  (64.3%;  n=74)  were  initiated  in  response  to  the  first                

pandemic  wave,  but  these  responses  were  drawn  out  months  after  case  volumes  subsided.  In                

contrast,  the  second  “wave”  of  testing  adoption  that  paralleled  the  second  pandemic  wave  had                

a  much  faster  ramp  up,  likely  reflecting  an  improved  understanding  of  SARS-CoV-2              

epidemiology,   and   increased   availability   of   tests   and   guidance   for   interested   employers.   

  

Antibody  tests  were  more  frequently  used  among  employers  earlier  in  the  pandemic,  as               

suggested  by  the  range  of  dates  on  which  these  tests  were  adopted.  However,  at  the  time,                  

there  were  misconceptions  outside  the  scientific  community  around  what  these  tests             

measured 13  and  whether  they  could  be  used  as  “immunity  passports” 14 .  Today,  it  is  clear  that                 

antibody  tests  have  substantial  utility  in  seroprevalence  studies  (which  map  the  extent  of               

infection  and  vaccination  on  a  population  level 15 ),  but  are  not  appropriate  tools  for  identifying                

actively  infectious  employees 16 .  Asking  employees  about  vaccination  status  and  diagnosis            

history,   where   legal,   may   be   a   more   feasible   strategy   to   gauge   individual-level   immunity.  

  

Symptom-based  screening  measures  will  miss  presymptomatic  and  asymptomatic  infections           

which  are  key  drivers  of  viral  spread 17 ,  highlighting  the  importance  of  diagnostic  testing  in                
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workplace  safety  controls.  Nucleic  acid  tests  –  most  often,  lab-based  PCR  tests  for  diagnostic                

testing  of  individuals  with  suspected  infection 18  –  were  deployed  in  most  (69.6%;  n=174)               

testing  programs  that  specified  test  type.  However,  high  costs  and  slow  turnaround  times               

make  frequent  PCR  testing  of  all  employees  impractical  and  less  effective  for  flagging               

infectious  employees  in  time  to  prevent  spread 19 .  Instead,  after  early  skepticism  around  their               

utility,  rapid  antigen  tests  emerged  during  the  second  wave  as  preferable  tests  for  screening                

asymptomatic   employees 20,21 .   

  

Public  health  leaders  have  advocated  that  employers  conducting  testing  use  a  combined              

approach  which  includes  both  routine  asymptomatic  testing  and  confirmatory  diagnostic            

testing 18 .  However,  we  found  that  comparatively  few  employers  specifying  testing  modality             

(9.2%;  n=23)  reported  this  combination,  though  some  employers  may  be  referring  employees              

with  positive  antigen  tests  to  public  health  units  for  diagnostic  testing.  Robust  testing               

programs  will  be  important  in  workplaces  where  vaccine  uptake  is  low,  especially  in               

occupations  that  may  have  relatively  low  levels  of  vaccine  confidence 7 .  To  maximize              

effectiveness  and  uptake,  these  testing  programs  should  be  paired  with  supporting  measures              

including   contact   tracing   systems,   isolation   and   quarantine   support,   and   paid   sick   leave 20   22 .   

  

The  rate  of  reported  testing  programs  is  concerningly  low  in  retail  and  customer-facing               

settings  (e.g.,  grocery  stores),  indoor  blue  collar  work  environments  (e.g.,  factories,             

manufacturing  plants,  warehouses),  and  mixed  blue  collar  work  environments  (e.g.,  mining             

sites,  oil  refineries,  construction  sites).  Many  of  these  settings  have  been  associated  with  high                

risk  of  transmission  and/or  mortality 1,23,24 .  Further,  while  effective  SARS-CoV-2  vaccines  are             

available  and  may  reduce  the  need  for  ongoing  workplace  testing,  low  vaccine  confidence  is                

an  issue  among  a  number  of  occupations  related  to  these  settings 7 .  Without  robust  testing                
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programs,  gaps  in  vaccination  coverage  will  result  in  workforces  that  remain  susceptible  to               

outbreaks.   

  

Employers  with  retail  or  customer-facing  settings,  or  with  blue  collar  work  environments,  can               

learn  from  the  adoption  of  testing  among  food  processing  plants,  which  were  associated  with                

large  outbreaks  earlier  in  the  pandemic 1 .  Media  and  legal  attention,  and  the  fact  that  these                 

plants  are  core  nodes  in  essential  supply  chains,  prompted  a  number  of  employers  to  deploy                 

and  report  the  use  testing  (see  Figure  2) 25,26 .  These  testing  programs  may  help  compensate  for                 

any   gaps   in   vaccine   coverage   resulting   from   hesitancy   among   food   processing   workers 7 .   

  

Using  publicly-available  data  has  unique  advantages  in  tracking  workplace  testing  programs.             

First,  this  approach  is  cheap,  easily  implementable,  and  can  be  scaled  to  thousands  of                

employers.  Second,  our  scraping  process  can  be  implemented  in  real-time,  whereas  employer              

surveys  can  take  months  to  update 6 ,  helping  public  health  officials  and  occupational  health               

experts  provide  timely  guidance.  Finally,  the  use  of  public  data  means  that  there  are  no                 

barriers  to  sharing  detailed  data  broken  down  by  sector,  timing,  or  even  individual  employer,                

which   would   not   be   feasible   with   survey   data   collected   with   a   promise   of   anonymity.   

   

Nevertheless,  our  study  has  some  limitations.  First,  we  aimed  to  track  large  employers  and                

our  findings  should  not  be  generalized  to  small  businesses.  Small  businesses  comprise  a  large                

portion  of  most  economies 27,28  and  can  include  occupations  associated  with  particularly  high              

risk  of  transmission  (e.g.,  taxi  drivers) 29,23 .  Alternative  strategies  are  required  to  understand              

precautions  in  these  workplaces.  Second,  we  likely  underestimate  the  proportion  of  large              

employers  testing  employees  because  not  all  employers  have  an  incentive  to  publicly  disclose               

their  efforts.  Our  findings  therefore  represent  a  lower  bound  of  the  proportion  of  employers                
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conducting  testing  while  surveys,  which  are  likely  skewed  by  non-response  bias,  represent  an               

upper   bound 6 .   

  

Our  findings  highlight  opportunities  to  further  implement  testing  programs  in  high-risk             

workplaces  and  thereby  improve  workplace  safety.  In  some  cases,  workforces  in  these              

high-risk  settings  may  have  low  vaccine  coverage  due  to  low  levels  of  vaccine  confidence,                

underscoring  the  importance  of  including  testing  among  other  safety  measures.  In  addition  to               

promoting  vaccine  uptake,  public  health  officials  and  occupational  health  experts  should             

continue  to  support  the  adoption  of  testing  in  high-risk  work  environments,  guided  by  a                

combination   of   publicly-available   data   and   employer   surveys.   
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